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The Grey Series exhibition, hosted at the 12 Star Gallery in 2007, enabled me to meet and work with Sir Denis Mahon. This 

grand scholar and collector was well known in the art world not only for his work and extraordinary collection but also for his 

indefatigable championship of free public access to museums and galleries, a cause he had long fought for and indeed won in the 

UK and which saw him much engaged at the time with many politicians in Europe, especially in Ireland and Italy. 

  

Sir Denis was particularly interested in what he described as “smaller in-focus exhibitions” and liked the 12 Star Gallery for 

precisely  this reason.  It gives us particular pleasure therefore to host the present exhibition “Irish Landscapes by Luke Dillon- 

Mahon” in his honour and in his memory. 

  

I am very grateful to H. E. Mr Daniel Mulhall the Irish Ambassador to Great Britain, for his patronage; to The British Fund for 

the National Gallery of Ireland* for co-arranging the exhibition and to the Trustees of the Sir Denis Mahon Charitable Trust for 

sponsoring the catalogue. Our sincere thanks are also due to Susie Gossip for lending the pictures, to the Curator Francesco 

Gonzales and to Orietta Benocci Adam for coordinating and conceiving the exhibition. 

  

Jeremy O’Sullivan

Cultural Attaché 

European Commission Representation in the UK

*  The British Fund for the National Gallery of Ireland is a Charity established in 1996 in the UK, whose aim is to encourage 

donation of funds for the specifi c acquisition of paintings of a particular origin and era for the National Gallery of Ireland.

Foreword
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The Trustees of The Sir Denis Mahon Charitable Trust are delighted to support this Exhibition of Sir Denis’s cousin’s paintings 

of his family heritage in Ireland, in his memory and honour. Sir Denis loved Ireland and was a frequent visitor to County Mayo 

and County Galway.  His love for landscapes (the subject of this Exhibition) and his great passion for baroque painting is well 

known, but much less known is his seminal work on the “Vedutisti” (landscape painters) such as Francesco Guardi.   

The Sir Denis Mahon Charitable Trust this year helped the Ashmolean Museum and The Art Fund to acquire an important 

“Veduta” by Guardi “The Fondamenta Nuove in Venice with the Lagoon and the Island of St Michael” painted in 1758. The 

Sir Denis Mahon Charitable Trust continues Sir Denis’ lifelong work in promoting behind the scenes smaller artists, collections, 

exhibitions and galleries around the country.  

The Trust last year also made possible amongst other things, acquisitions via The Art Fund of the Van Dyck self-portrait, the 

National Student Art Pass for students of London University, a revision of Salerno’s Guercino monograph, an Italian translation 

of a book on Luca Signorelli, the rebuilding of the Pinacoteca di Cento and supported a young drawing artist at the Royal 

Drawing School. This year the Sir Denis Mahon Essay Prize for young graduates was won by Julia Vasquez with her essay 

entitled “Palomino, Mazo & Velazquez: Or how I learned to stop worrying and look at Las Meninas”, presented at the 

Fitzwilliam Museum in November 2014.

 

Sir Denis’s family connection with Ireland and great love for the National Gallery in Dublin led him to leave important 

works of art from his collection to the Gallery including Jacob Blessing the Sons of Jacob by Guercino, and works by Carracci, 

Domenichino, Batoni, Giordano, Mola, Bourdon and Reni.

Sir Denis always intended that his books should go to the National Gallery of Ireland. as he knew they would be most valued 

there of anywhere and knowing their collection so well, he knew he could fi ll the gaps and make their collection pre-eminent 

for students and scholars. Sir Denis’s voluminous personal papers and records have also been gifted to the National Gallery of 

Ireland and they are being carefully curated in order to make the wealth of social as well as art history available to everyone. 

Together they are a very important gift to the people of Ireland as well as scholars, to a place that Sir Denis held in the 

highest regard and with great fondness.

The Sir Denis Mahon Charitable Trust
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Mrs Susie Gossip, formerly 

Dillon-Mahon, 

and Sir Denis Mahon, CH,

London 1989

On behalf of the other Trustees, Orietta Benocci Adam and Alan Bryant, I wish to thank Jeremy O’Sullivan for enabling the 

Luke Dillon-Mahon Exhibition to be displayed here at such an appropriate location in London. The Exhibition embodies the 

landscape that Sir Denis loved so much, together with the section depicting the Grand Tour.  Sir Denis was probably one of the 

last British visitors to Italy to travel in the tradition of the Grand Tour, a passion he acquired during childhood.

Suzanne Marriott

Chair Trustee
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Irish Landscapes by Luke Dillon-Mahon

Writing this after Storm Rachel has just swept in from the Atlantic with wind speeds of up to 150 km per hour, the moody, rugged 

landscapes of Connemara and Galway painted by Luke Dillon-Mahon gain a new perspective. For the weather is forever integral 

to the experience of painting the West, not only in observing the mountains, rivers, lands and bogs of the West, but also in creating 

the sense of feeling in the painter as he encounters these scenes.

Others have noted Dillon-Mahon’s friendship with the grandson of Sir George Frederick Hodson (1806-88), who exhibited land-

scapes at the Royal Hibernian Academy over many years, beginning in the late 1820s. One of Dillon-Mahon’s own landscapes 

was painted near Hodson’s estate at Hollybrook. Around the time Hodson was painting, his near contemporary William Evans of 

Eton (1798-1877), an artist, and teacher at the school Dillon-Mahon would later attend, travelled to the west and painted an 

accomplished group of landscapes. These intricate and atmospheric watercolours, made in Galway and Mayo during trips in 1835 

and 1838, afford a rare understanding of life in the West before the great famine. 

Of course, many later artists, among them Paul Henry in the twentieth century, responded to the rugged beauty of the West of 

Ireland .It is into this tradition that we should insert Luke Dillon-Mahon and the increased attention he was able to give painting 

after his retirement, through the 1970s until the early 1990s. The views he captured might be roughly divided between those 

of the cultivated parkland and the untamed landscape of bogs and chains of hills. The former are exemplifi ed particularly in his 

paintings of Clonbrock, an estate he inherited and lived in during the 1970s. The careful setting of the house among the trees, 

tree-lined driveways, gateposts at the entry points to the estate and sunlight vistas from the house depict the mature trees, gently 

rolling grasslands and dappled groves of a landscape profoundly known and deeply felt.  Then there are the wilder scenes, such as 

‘The Road at Doon Bog’ (1971) and ‘Road at Kilagoola, near Maycullen’ (1981), painted ten years apart, with vast expanses of 

agitated skies, punctuated if at all, by wind-blasted, shrubby trees. Their impasted surfaces, bearing traces of the artist working the 

paint, convey the vigour of the climate, the cast of the rocks and the shapes of the scudding clouds. 

Art can take many forms and have multiple sources of inspiration. Dillon-Mahon restricted himself to relatively small canvases 

upon which he nonetheless contained grand vistas and large skies. Whether in delicate, varied tones of dappled sunlight, or in the 

denser tones of an overcast day, his colours captured the landscapes in which he chose to spend his life. It is these visual accounts 

that are celebrated in this exhibition.

Sean Rainbird

Director,  The National Gallery of Ireland
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Luke Dillon-Mahon (1917-1997), who was plain Luke Mahon until the late 1960s, came from a family with a strong artistic tradition.

Luke’s mother, Edith, Lady Mahon (1878 - 1964), was an accomplished and prolifi c amateur artist as was his sister, Ursula 

Crofton (1906 - 1987). Both excelled in water colours of the Irish landscape, especially of now long-lost gardens and demesnes, 

and the rugged coasts of Galway and West Cork, while Ursula was also a skilled botanical artist as a young woman. 

The combined work of Edith and her children Luke and Ursula (Sir Denis Mahon’s aunt and his fi rst cousins) encompasses almost 

the entire twentieth century and forms a signifi cant pictorial record of the Irish landscape both before and during a period of 

great change and decay and, more recently, of considerable development.

Luke’s uncle Robin, the 5th Lord Clonbrock (1869 - 1926), was another accomplished water colourist who painted in Ireland, in 

England and on the Continent. Though he died when Luke was at Prep School he would have been very familiar with his uncle’s 

work.  An noted lepidopterist, Lord Clonbrock is still an acknowledged fi gure in the study of Irish moths. 

On the Mahon side of the family the work of Luke’s - and Sir Denis’s – uncle, Gilbert Mahon (1865 - 1947) and their aunt 

Geraldine, Lady de Ros (1859 - 1921), was another important infl uence. 

Gilbert, who had made a successful career in the City, devoted his long retirement to painting landscapes in oil and was largely 

responsible for encouraging Luke to take up painting. Geraldine was a competent amateur portraitist who specialised in children 

and painted portraits of Luke and his siblings in oil. 

More recently, Luke’s son Robin is a talented artist who has made painting his career. His sister, Luke’s daughter Susie, was a 

skilled fl ower painter and designer, who also worked for Ogilvy and Mather as a young woman.  

Ballinderry Park, January 2015

George Gossip

The artist and the Dillon-Mahon family
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Ballinderry Park, 13 August 2014

I fl ew to Ireland on a direct fl ight from Milan, and after two 

days in Dublin I arrived at Ballinderry Park near Ballinasloe 

in County Galway, ready to immerse myself in a distant 

and fascinating world in which literary associations blend 

together with the stories and lives of this corner of Ireland. 

Thanks to the courtesy  of George Gossip, the artist’s son-in-

law, I will be able to visit some of the places that formed the 

set and the inspiration for Luke Dillon-Mahon’s art. I want 

to try to gain a better understanding of this very distant and 

archaic world, to which I am not accustomed and which 

requires my attention. I believe this approach of immersing 

myself in the places and life of Luke is also essential in order 

to try to bridge the historic and geographic gap… in a 

not dissimilar way to the one chosen many years earlier 

by Denis Mahon himself, the painter’s cousin, when he 

embarked on the study of seventeenth-century Bolognese 

painting: in those far from straightforward years, just before 

the Second World War, he left London and went to Bologna 

to study not only the works of the masters at fi rst-hand, but 

also to immerse himself in the atmosphere of an Italy that 

was perhaps somewhat behind at the time but which would 

offer him essential material for his studies. 

14 August. The work begins. 

In the house where I am a guest there are some of Luke’s 

works, and I decide to start by cataloguing the paintings 

hanging on the walls or those in the store rooms of 

Ballinderry Park: George takes the paintings down from the 

walls and puts them in a light, airy room in the annexe. There 

I can examine the works at leisure, photograph them and 

Irish Landscapes by Luke Dillon Mahon

View of Ballinderry Park, Co. Galway
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select the paintings for the exhibition we intend to organize 

in London. First of all I try to examine each painting to see 

if it is possible to gage any further detail: for example, some 

paintings are dated, with, on the back, the title or the name 

of the place where they were depicted or to which they 

refer. I proceed by ordering the works according to date and 

theme, as George has quite rightly suggested. The collection 

consists of 48 paintings divided by theme as follows: Irish 

landscapes; holiday landscapes; still lifes; unfi nished works 

and paintings with conservation problems. I focus on the 

Irish landscapes.

The paintings are on a variety of supports: canvas, canvas 

mounted on masonite, masonite prepared with gesso, and 

oil on  cardboard. The technique is that of traditional oil 

painting (applied by brush or palette knife). In the corners 

of some of the canvases, drawing-pin holes are visible as 

Luke may have used them to fi x the canvas to a temporary 

support before it was framed.  Canvas was used only in 

the very fi rst years and in particular in two works from 

1953; the rest of the oeuvre is painted on masonite with 

the palette knife: Luke’s modus operandi lies fi rmly within 

the 20th-century strand of Irish landscape painting. His 

epic views of the region of  Connemara recall the work of 

Thomas Henry, while the lively brushwork that successfully 

captures the changes of light may be compared to the 

paintings of Charles Lamb. Luke’s interest in his native 

landscapes and in certain areas of County Mayo, Galway 

and Connemara testify to an attention to light effects and 

also to the symbolic qualities suggested by these landscapes. 

The colours and the sky of Ireland, especially on the coast, 

so changeable and varied, require speed and precision of 

The Road to Doolough. Co. Mayo and the same view in the 

painting cat. n. 4
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technique. After some early experiments, Luke abandoned 

the overly delicate technique of brush on canvas for one 

that exalts the purity of tones and colours together with the 

possibility, thanks to the use of the palette knife, of quickly 

fi xing the changing light on a masonite board.

The themes of Luke’s paintings are essentially associated 

with the landscape he was most familiar with and attached 

to: the Clonbrock estate fi rst of all, and also the region of 

Connemara and some landscapes around Galway where he 

lived for part of his life. 

15 August, Assumption Day 

I come down from my bedroom on the fi rst fl oor of the 

annexe to begin the description and detailed study of the 

works. The painting dated 1959 and entitled Bog and grey 

sky Achill co. Mayo is the fi rst in the collection to have been 

executed in oil on masonite. The use of masonite probably 

enabled Luke to obtain a greater luminosity compared 

to canvas, and the palette knife technique, with its thick 

applications of paint, did not require fi nal varnishing. From 

then on this would become his preferred technique, enabling 

him to capture perfectly the colours of the landscapes in his 

works. In reality, in this fi rst work both techniques – brush 

and palette knife – are still present: Luke probably roughed 

out the composition with a brush, to outline the areas of light 

and shadow, and then intervened more substantially with 

paint and palette knife. In the painting the force of nature 

emerges very powerfully: the tongue of land occupies less 

space than the grey leaden sky heavy with rain clouds;  on 

the horizon, accentuated by a darker undulating line, there 

emerges the paleness of some plastered cottages, which 

The Island Bridge at Clonbrock  and the same view in the 

painting cat. n. 11
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mark the landscape with their luminosity; behind them the 

blue-tinted silhouette of the hills in the distance increase the 

depth of fi eld, creating an image infused with silence and 

expectancy.

The painting Road to Dooloch co. Mayo is from 1963: in 

these years Luke honed his technique and sensibility. The 

composition depicts the wild, arid landscape, in which the 

road is the only sign of human presence and the yellow sign 

indicating a bump in the road, the sole warm note in the 

overall palette. 

Before leaving for Ireland I had written to George Gossip 

to ask whether he recognized any of the places painted by 

Luke. He replied that he knew them very well, and that 

when I arrived in Ireland he would take me on a tour of 

some of these areas to see for myself the places where Luke 

was accustomed to working. 

The composition Back lawn from Terrace dates to 1967, and 

is one of the fi rst works in which the subject is Clonbrock 

estate and its surrounds. The painting was followed by Elder 

fl ower at Clonbrock (1970): here Luke’s eye dwells on a group 

of trees and dense vegetation,  painted with the full range 

of the emerald greens of spring. The human presence is 

only suggested: it lies in the red lines of a gardener’s vehicle 

that has just gone along the damp path, leaving trace of its 

passage, while the still presence, like two sentinels, of the 

entrance’s pillars introduces us to the deeper and mysterious 

green of the gardens ahead. The house at Clonbrock is 

celebrated in the largest painting of the collection: framed 

by the profi les and foliage of the thick vegetation, the large 

house stands on a slight hill illuminated by the light of the 

sunset. The house, the landscape and surrounding nature 

Clonbrock and the same view in the painting cat. n. 7
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merge, virtually absorbed by the rows of trees and green 

bushes. The play of parallel lines between the deep shadow 

on the lawn, and the cloud with its purple trail that echoes 

it, create a lively scene of idyllic silence. The same setting, the 

family estate, appears in the painting Near The Cow Gate – 

Clonbrock. It is June, and here the green mass looming on 

the left, together with the “shade bearing” foliage that fades 

into sky blue on the recently raked gravel of the square, 

gives way to the shaft of light brightly illuminating the 

horizon, accentuating the trunks of three majestic trees. The 

painting Avenue Clonbrock, August evening is from 1972. The 

lush summer landscape displays trees with thick foliage and 

greens mixed with tones of burnt earth and sienna which 

enhance the warmth of the season. The shadows perhaps 

suggest the time is afternoon, towards sunset. Everything 

is calm and serene: the fading hues of the sultry sky stretch 

towards the horizon line, while a path cuts diagonally across 

the composition, accompanying the observer’s eye towards 

the shady clearing. The palette chosen for The Island Bridge, 

Clonbrock, 1973, seems autumnal: light and shadow alternate 

as if  in a dance with a slow but obstinate rhythm. In this kind 

of transition between light and shadow, an arch of dense, 

deep green vegetation defi nes the planes. In the immediate 

foreground the golden leafy branches of the white-trunked 

trees that cast parallel shadows on the ground lead to the 

half-light of the bridge, perhaps the only access to a promise 

of new life. I see similarities in the 1976 painting Beech trees 

on hill – Clonbrock: here Luke’s involuntary “symbolism” is 

facilitated by the alternation of the parallel and converging 

trunks of the trees, which, like in a slow, hypnotic dance, 

bring out the painter’s amazement in the face of mother 

View at Clonbrock, Co. Galway and the same view in the 

painting cat. n. 6
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nature’s mastery in creating atmospheric and mysterious 

effects. The Clonbrock phase ended defi nitively with the 

terrible fi re that destroyed the house in 1985.   I visited the 

estate and what remained of the big house with George. 

Entering a long avenue from the road one is immediately 

struck by the magnifi cence of the park and the vegetation, 

with centuries-old trees which, like courteous sentinels, 

escort visitors towards the heart of the estate. Today the 

land is divided up between different owners and farmers, 

and everything, on the whole, is still fairly orderly. Shortly 

afterwards comes the spectre of the large house, designed 

by the architect William Leeson and built in 1780, now 

enveloped in brambles and climbing plants: the burnt roofs 

let in the light, pitilessly revealing the shell of the building. 

Nearby we can fi nd, intact (see photo), some corners of 

the grounds. There is the large plane tree and the lawn from 

which Luke painted (see photo), and just a short way down 

from the house on a slight slope, one comes to the scene 

depicted in the large painting n. 7.

Luke and his wife moved near the Galway Bay in the 1970s. 

Dating to that period are some of the works featuring the 

coast and bay. In Bushes near Galway Bay the celebration 

of every aspect of nature, chromatic and sensory, is 

accentuated: the diagonal path draws the eye towards the 

dark mass of bushes whipped by the coastal wind; there are 

perfect proportions between the lines of the path and of 

the direction of the wind, which create an elegant balance of 

volumes. There is something similar in The road at Doon Bog-

Galway (the work chosen as the representative image of the 

exhibition), one of Dillon-Mahon’s most successful works in 

terms of proportion, structure and composition: a diagonal 

path draws the viewer’s eye towards a rise from which 

the view is blocked. The schematic and geometric division 

between sky and earth is interrupted by the vegetation 

and by bushes with twisted trunks that appropriate part of 

the sky. The customary range of colours is enriched by the 

intense notes of yellow and ochre of the blossom at the 

edges of the road.

The fi nal painting in this long time span is Road at Kilagoola 

near Moycullen, 1981, with which Luke achieves, thanks to 

the inherent characteristics of the wild, bleak location, an 

intense formal synthesis. There are no longer luxuriant trees 

challenging the sky but a uniform mass of earth marked only 

by the path and by small yellow touches of fl owers. On the 

horizon is the blue-tinted profi le of the mountain, while a 

sky whipped by the wind creates sloping clouds and the 

threat of a storm. This central perspective, with the path 

disappearing between the dunes of the landscape, seems 

almost to mark Luke’s farewell. Sadly soon afterwards, in 

1993, he suffered a stroke and would never paint again. He 

died in 1997.

Francesco Gonzales
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1.

The Front Lawn at Castlegar with the Horse Park beyond

Oil on canvas

20 x 24 in (51 x 61 cm)

1953
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2.

Mud at Selsey

Oil on canvas

20 x 24 in (51 x 61 cm)

1953
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3.

Bog and grey sky.  Achill, Co. Mayo

Oil on board

20 x 24 in (51 x 61 cm)

1959
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4.

The Road to Doolough. Co. Mayo

Oil on board

20 x 24 in (51 x 61 cm)

1963
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5.

Back lawn from Terrace. Clonbrock, Co. Galway

Oil on board

20 x 24 in (51 x 61 cm)

1967
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6.

Elderfl ower at Clonbrock. Co. Galway

Oil on board

20 x 24 in (51 x 61 cm)

1970
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7.

Clonbrock

Oil on board

50 x 70 cms

(manca inch)
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8.

The road at Doon Bog. Co. Galway

Oil on board

20 x 24 in (51 x 61 cm)

1971
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9.

Bushes near Galway Bay

Oil on board

20 x 24 in (51 x 61 cm)

1971
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10.

Avenue. Clonbrock, Co. Galway.  August evening

Oil on board

20 x 24 ins (51 x 61 cm)

1972
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11.

The Island Bridge. Clonbrock

Oil on board

20 x 24 in (51 x 61 cm)

1973
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12.

View from Clonbrock

Oil on board

20 x 24 in (51 x 61 cm)

1975
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13.

Beech Trees on Hill, Clonbrock

Oil on board

20 x 24 in (51 x 61 cm)

1976
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14.

Near The Cow Gate. Clonbrock

Oil on board

20 x 24 in (51 x 61 cm)

1974
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15.

The Sugarloaf, County Wicklow

Oil on board

20 x 25 cm
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16.

View towards The Scalp from Bellevue Hill, County Wicklow

Oil on board

20 x 25 cms
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17.

Road at Kilagoola - near Moycullen 

Oil on board

20 x 24 in (51 x 61 cm)

1981
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FROM IRELAND TO ITALY
George F. Hodson, artist and traveller

DALL’IRLANDA ALL’ITALIA
George F. Hodson, artista e viaggiatore
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In the context of the Luke Dillon-Mahon exhibition, it is 

interesting to observe two works by the Irish artist G. F. 

Hodson, depicting two views of the Italian Apennine landscape.

This 150-year leap back in time with respect to the works 

of Luke Dillon-Mahon, also an assiduous traveller and art 

enthusiast, is intended as a tribute to the travellers who, 

between the late 16th and the 19th century, visited Italy on an 

educational journey, the so-called Grand Tour, a term coined 

for the fi rst time by Richard Lassels in 1670 and published in 

his Voyage or a Compleat Journey Trought Italy. In fact, it was a 

time when travelling acquired value for its intrinsic qualities. 

Irrespective of satisfying any particular need, it became an end 

in its own right, undertaken in the name of knowledge and 

experience on the one hand and the pleasure of escapism, of 

pure fun, on the other. This innovative idea began to spread in 

Europe and was embodied in the vogue for the ‘tour to Italy’. 

However, though long practiced, it only became popular at 

the end of the 17th century, when it became the privileged 

culmination of a ‘tour’ that young European aristocrats, artists 

and men of culture begun to undertake.

The journey through Italy became, as the years went by, a 

kind of fully-blown rite of passage for the formation of the 

Anglo-Saxon upper class, soon joined by other European 

aristocracies as well.

Rome, the “eternal city”, was the chief destination on such 

journeys, with its history, the archaeological discoveries and 

digs, the art collections of its noble palaces, the folklore of a 

colourful humanity, and unspoilt landscapes rich in literary and 

historic references.

Sir G. F. Hodson was born on 25 October 1806, the second 

son of Sir Robert Hodson of Hollybrook, Bray, Co. Wicklow. 

From Ireland to Italy.  George F. Hodson, artist and traveller

Detail of The old Devil’s Bridge at Borgo a Mozzano (1825) 

by Sir George Frederick Hodson, 3rd Bt

The old Devil’s Bridge at Borgo a Mozzano as it appears 

today (2015)
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An erudite and sophisticated connoisseur, he travelled at 

length in Europe, as demonstrated by the remarkable number 

of landscape drawings and paintings held today in important 

private collections in England, Ireland and the United States. 

Hodson showed his landscapes with success at the Royal 

Hibernian Academy for several years from 1827, and was 

made an honorary member of the academy in 1871. He died 

on 2 April 1888.  The two works presented here relate to his 

Italian sojourn, and more specifi cally to the Grand Tour route 

which ran down from Liguria through Tuscany and on to 

Rome. They are well-known traces of what was an alternative 

route, especially at the beginning of the 19th century, with 

the “discovery” of Tuscany and Florence in particular as a 

destination for travellers and artists of international renown. 

Until the age of the Restoration, following the itinerary from 

Genoa to Lucca and Pisa and from there to Florence was 

a fairly arduous choice. Only in 1823 did the diffi cult route 

become a road convenient for carriages. The dating of the two 

paintings to 1825 fi ts well with this information, and situates 

Hodson’s route in the most classical travel destinations of 

the period. The canvas entitled Italian landscape with the old 

Devil’s Bridge at Borgo a Mozzano was in all likelihood inspired 

by the picturesque landscape of the Tuscan village near 

Bagni di Lucca: the bridge is an admirable work of medieval 

engineering dating to the 14th century built on foundations 

probably from the 11th century, possibly erected at the 

wishes of Countess Matilde di Canossa; around 1500 it took 

the name of Ponte della Maddalena (Magdalene’s Bridge) 

from an oratory situated at the foot of the structure on the 

left bank. In 1836 the bridge suffered severe damage due to 

fl ooding and in the fi rst years of the 20th century, to make 

way for the Lucca-Aulla railway line, a new arch was built on 

the right-hand side of the bridge, which altered the original 

architecture considerably. In his painting Hodson depicts a 

scene of vibrant life, with numerous fi gures, rendered with 

a brush tip, of fi shermen, travellers and locals animating the 

scene and the place.

The painting View of Abetone with fi gures is characterized by 

the wild, inaccessible landscape typical of the Apennine pass 

linking Emilia and Tuscany (the Abetone), with its bleak, jagged 

ranges. In the middle of a path, walking with the aid of a stick, 

is the fi gure of a traveller dressed in fi ne clothes – tail coat, 

hat and gloved hands – perhaps a self-portrait, or the image 

of one of the many sophisticated aristocratic travellers who 

used to take the path in those years. The exaltation of the 

wild, majestic nature, compared to the smallness of the human 

fi gure, cannot but recall the works of the great pre-Romantic 

and landscape painting of the 19th century, with which these 

works can quite legitimately be associated.

The feeling of impotence and of admiration in relation to 

nature unites and links G. F. Hodson and Luke Dillon-Mahon. 

Luke was a friend of the grandson of Sir George Frederick 

Hodson and of his wife, Cecil George and Betty Hodson. 

Indeed, in his painting View towards The Scalp from Bellevue Hill,  

Luke Dillon-Mahon included the hill hiding the Bellevue Hill 

estate of Sir George Frederick Hodson,  Hollybrook. 

The feeling of human inadequacy with respect to nature, wild 

and inhospitable but at the same time a source of inspiration 

in which to conceal one’s ego, lost and at the mercy of events 

and feelings, unites the fi gures of Hodson and Dillon-Mahon 

and represents the very imprinting of a people, the Irish, in 

constant search of its identity.
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Sir George Frederick Hodson, 3rd Bt (1806 - 1888)  

Italian Landscape with the old Devil’s Bridge at Borgo a Mozzano 

Oil on Canvas, Signed and Dated 1825  35.5 x29cm 
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Sir George Frederick Hodson, 3rd Bt (1806 - 1888)  

View of the Abetone Mountains with Figure 

Oil on Canvas, Signed and Dated 1825  - 35.5 x29cm
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In questa occasione ci pare interessante soffermarci su due 

opere dell’artista irlandese G. F. Hodson raffi guranti due 

scorci del paesaggio appenninico italiano. 

Questa salto all’indietro di un secolo e mezzo rispetto alle 

opere di Luke Dillon-Mahon, anch’egli assiduo viaggiatore ed 

appassionato d’arte, vuole essere un omaggio ai viaggiatori 

che, tra la fi ne del XVI e il XIX secolo, si recavano in Italia per 

compiere il loro viaggio di formazione, il cosiddetto “Grand 

Tour”  termine codifi cato per la prima volta da Richard 

Lassels nel 1670 e pubblicato nel suo Voyage or a Compleat 

Journey Trought Italy. Fu quello infatti un momento in cui, 

nella storia della mentalità collettiva, il viaggio acquistò valore 

per le sue intrinseche proprietà. 

Indipendente dalla soddisfazione di questo o quel bisogno, 

si propose esso stesso come unico e solo fi ne, in nome 

del sapere e della conoscenza da un lato e del piacere 

dell’evasione, del puro divertimento dall’altro. Questa idea 

innovativa cominciò a diffondersi in Europa e si incarnò nella 

voga del ‘viaggio in Italia’. 

Il quale dunque, pur praticato da tempo, si confi gura come 

istituzione solo alla fi ne del XVII secolo, quando diventa 

appunto la tappa privilegiata di un ‘giro’ che i giovani rampolli 

dell’aristocrazia europea, gli artisti, gli uomini di cultura, 

cominciano a intraprendere con regolarità.  

Il viaggio in Italia diventa, col passare degli anni, una sorta 

di vera e propria Istituzione per la formazione della classe 

dirigente anglosassone a cui si unirono ben presto anche gli 

altri aristocratici europei.  Roma, la “città eterna” è la meta 

principale di tale viaggio con il suo carico di storia, con le 

scoperte e gli scavi  archeologici, con le collezioni d’arte dei 

suoi palazzi nobiliari e il contorno folcloristico fatto di varia 

umanità, paesaggi incontaminati e densi di richiami letterari 

e storici. Sir G. F. Hodson nacque il 25 ottobre del 1806, 

secondo fi glio di Sir Robert Hodson of Hollybrook, Bray, 

co. Wicklow. Erudito e fi ne connoiseur viaggiò lungamente 

attraverso l’Europa come dimostrato dal notevole numero 

di disegni e dipinti di paesaggio conservati oggi in importanti 

collezioni private in Inghilterra, Irlanda e Stati Uniti. 

Hodson espose con successo i suoi paesaggi alla Royal 

Hibernian Academy per alcuni anni a partire dal 1827 e fu 

nominato Membro Onorario dell’accademia nel 1871. Morì 

il 2 aprile del 1888. Le due opere che qui presentiamo si 

riferiscono al suo soggiorno italiano e più precisamente è 

da far risalire al percorso del Grand Tour che dalla Liguria 

passando dalla Toscana portava a Roma. 

Sono ben note tracce di questa via alternativa soprattutto 

all’inizio dell’ottocento con la “scoperta” della Toscana e di 

Firenze in particolare come meta di viaggiatori ed artisti di 

livello internazionale. 

Fino all’età della Restaurazione, percorrere l’itinerario che 

da Genova conduce a Lucca e Pisa e di li a Firenze, risultava 

una scelta abbastanza ardua. Soltanto nel 1823 il sentiero 

impervio divenne una comoda strada carrozzabile. La 

datazione dei due dipinti, al 1825, ben si sposa con questa 

notizia, e inquadra il tragitto di Hodson nelle più classiche 

mete di viaggio del periodo. 

La tela dal titolo “Paesaggio italiano con il vecchio ponte del 

Diavolo a Borgo a Mozzano” si ispira con tutta probabilità 

al pittoresco paesaggio della località toscana nei pressi di 

Lucca: il ponte è una mirabile opera di ingegneria medievale, 

risalente al XIV secolo, edifi cato su fondazioni probabilmente 

dell’XI, dovute forse alla volontà della contessa Matilde 

Dall’Irlanda all’Italia. George F. Hodson artista e viaggiatore
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di Canossa; intorno al 1500 prese il nome di Ponte della 

Maddalena, da un Oratorio che si trovava ai piedi della 

struttura sulla sponda sinistra. Nel 1836 il ponte subì gravi 

danni per una piena e nei primi anni del 1900, per far posto 

alla ferrovia Lucca-Aulla, fu aperto un nuovo arco sulla parte 

destra del ponte che ne alterò notevolmente l’architettura 

originaria. 

Qui Hodson ci restituisce un’immagine di vita palpitante 

con le numerose fi gure, trattate a punta di pennello, di 

pescatori, viandanti e popolani che animano la scena e il 

luogo.  Il dipinto dal titolo “Veduta dell’Abetone con fi gure” 

è caratterizzato dal paesaggio selvaggio e impervio, tipico 

del passo appenninico che congiunge l’Emilia alla Toscana, 

con i rilievi brulli e frastagliati. 

Nel mezzo di un sentiero emerge, aiutato da un bastone, 

la fi gura di un viandante abbigliato con vesti ricercate – 

marsina, cappello e mani guantate - forse un autoritratto, o 

l’immagine di uno dei tanti viaggiatori colti e aristocratici che 

percorrevano in quegli anni il sentiero. 

L’esaltazione della natura maestosa e selvaggia, a confronto 

con la piccolezza della fi gura umana non possono non 

portarci alla memoria le opere della grande pittura pre-

romantica e di paesaggio del XIX secolo nella quali queste 

opere si inseriscono a pieno titolo. 

Il sentimento di impotenza e di ammirazione nei confronti 

della natura unisce e collega G. F. Hodson a Luke Dillon-

Mahon. Luke fu amico del nipote di Sir George Frederick 

Hodson e di sua moglie, Cecil George e Betty Hodson, 

tanto da riproporre nel dipinto raffi gurante “View towards 

The Scalp from Bellevue Hill” la collina che nasconde la 

tenuta Bellevue Hill di Sir George Hollybrook.  

Il sentimento di inadeguatezza dell’uomo nei confronti della 

natura, selvaggia e inospitale ma allo stesso tempo fonte di 

ispirazione in cui celare il proprio IO, perso e in balia degli 

eventi e dei sentimenti, unisce le fi gure di Hodson e Dillon-

Mahon e rappresenta l’imprinting stesso di un popolo, quello 

irlandese, alla continua ricerca della sua identità.

Francesco Gonzales
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